CONCRETE FOOTPATH – DECORATIVE SAWCUT PATTERN A

Concrete pathway as per BSD-5202.
Compacted subbase as per BSD-5202.

Concrete pathway.

CONCRETE FOOTPATH – DECORATIVE SAWCUT PATTERN B

GENERAL NOTES

1. Refer to BSD-5202 and Reference Specifications for Civil Engineering Works.

2. For footing of concrete refer to BSD-5202 concrete finishes specifications.

3. All dimensions in millimetres (MM).

4. Refer to Chapter 5 of the Infrastructure Design Planning Scheme Policy for locations on where hanned and sawcut pavement treatment is to be applied.

5. Where adjoining an existing footpath with matching pavement treatment ensure sawcuts and patterns align.

6. Tolerances for sawcutting are ± 5mm.

CONCRETE FOOTPATH – JOINT SETOUT

Note: - Omit changes in pattern where they occur parallel to and within 300mm or less of the end of the section of footpath to be constructed.